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ADATA Lighting Promotes COB LED High 
Bay Lights for Industrial Application

At HKTDC Hong Kong International Lighting Fair 
Autumn Edition 2016, held October 27-30, ADATA 

Lighting from Taiwanwas upbeat receiving quite a few 
inquiries from professional buyers on its COB LED high 
bay lights displayed in a booth in Hall of Aurora.

Launched in 2010, ADATA Lighting is an emerging 
brand owned by ADATA Technology Co., Ltd. of Taiwan, 
a listed supplier and globally leading branded vendor of 
memory products. It mainly offers LED indoor lighting 
products, such as MR16 light bulbs, T8 tubes, down-
lights, AR111 bulbs, PAR30 bulbs, PAR38 bulbs, candle 
lights, as well as LED outdoor lighting, including LED 
modules, street lights andprojection lights, gas station 
lights, tunnel lights, RGB bulbs, façade lighting andsig-
nage lighting. 

It is safe to say that the launch of ADATA Lighting is 
regarded as a foray by the globally prestigious memory 
maker drawing on its profound knowledge of electron-
ics and ICT technology into the steadily growing global 
market for LED lighting.

At the exhibition, David Huang, senior sales man-
ager of LED Sales Dept. 1 of ADATA Technology 
(Suzhou), confirmed that the brand effectively contin-
ued to build up a reputation after witnessing a constant 
influx of trade visitors interested in its COB LED high 
bay lights on display.

Economical, Safe Solution to 
Industrial Lighting

Among the series, Huang pointed to the brand new 
120W model, which is noted for a color temperature of 
6,500K, approximating the color of light outdoors on a 
sunny day, and luminous flux of as high as 13,200 lu-
mens, translated into a luminous efficacy of 110 lm/W, 
with a beam angle of 60 degrees and color rendering 
index of 80.

Furthermore, the fixture is built with unique cool-
ing technology along with aspecially engineered lens, 
and hence guarantees temperatures less than 50 de-

ADATA Lighting’s COB LED High Bay Light features comparatively low operating 
temperature.By STEVE CHUANG

Products received buyers’ strong attention at Hong Kong Int’l Lighting 
Fair Autumn Edition 2016
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grees Celsius during operation, a significant improve-
ment from operating temperatures of up to 70 degrees 
Celsius that are commonly seen in competing models, 
according to Huang.

With a modular, one-piece body and simplified struc-
ture for easy installation and maintenance, as well as 
a prolonged lifespan of 50,000 hours, the CE-marked 
high bay light is an ideal, economical product for indus-
trial lighting, especially suitable in heat treatment plants, 
steel plants and other workplaces subject to high tem-
peratures.

In addition to the product, ADATA Lighting also pro-
moted its newest commercial lighting fixture, AURA 
RGB blubs, at the show, which won high accolades 
from visitors for impressive functionality.

Huang boasted that the bulb is developed with wire-
less control and combines 256 shades of red, blue and 
green each, allowing users to choose from 160,000 
light colors simply with a smartphone installed with the 
brand’s independently developed app, accessible on 
Apple Store and Google Play free of charge,and with-
out the need for any Bluetooth bridge.

With the app responding to 64 units of AURA RGB, 
users can remotely control such a vast number of the 

bulb at once with a single device, to easilyset the per-
fect mood as needed indoors, and enhance senses of 
relaxation, warmth and health to improve the quality of 
their lifestyles with the products.

Moreover, Huang stressed that an AURA RGB pro-
duces 550 lumens of light at power consumption of only 
7 watts, to highlight a luminous efficacy of 78.5 lm/W, 
which is allegedly higher than that of any similar prod-
uct available on the market for the time being. 

The brand’s focus on exhibiting and promoting the 
abovementioned products, particularly high bay lights, 
at the venue is very likely to bear fruit in theshort term, 
as Huang felt that buyers’ preference for outdoor and 
industrial lighting wasactually growing. 

“The trend results from continuous improvement 
of luminous efficacy of LED lighting, as well as ever 
lower replacement cost,” he stated. “Given the fact, our 
LED high bay lights have been able to properly replace 
250W halogen lamps in some cases.”With related prod-
ucts already delivered to Europe, he concluded to say 
that the brand is directed in the right direction in product 
development.

ADATA demonstrated its AURA RGB bulbs at the fair.
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Buckingham General Manager Shares 
Insights on How Taiwan Lighting Fixture 
Makers Can Do to Stay Globally Competitive

This year’s HKTDC Hong Kong International Lighting 
Fair Autumn Edition, held October 27-30 in the 

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre, again 
proved the unparalleled presence of China in the global 
market for lighting fixtures: Chinese companies contin-
ued to make up the majority of over 2,500 exhibitors on 
the showground. The rise of them, mainly on a price-
slashing strategy, has distressed most players in the 
marketplace, though, from another viewpoint, price-
sensitive consumers have benefited from such competi-
tion.

In view of the overwhelming competition from their 
Chinese counterparts, a total of 146 Taiwanese exhibi-
tors at the venue all made the utmost of their efforts to 

capture attention from global buyers with various high-
er-end lighting fixtures on display, with an aim to set up 
a higher profile. 

Among them, Buckingham Industrial Corp., a maker 
and designer of commercial and residential lighting, 
was a striking example. It saw foreign buyers continu-
ously flockinginto its black-white-toned closedbooth, 
mostly thanks to a relaxing, appealing ambience effec-
tively created there by comfortable lighting with its LED 
lighting fixtures coupled with minimal, contemporary 
interior design.

Despite happy with the outcome, general manager 
Michael Lin of Buckinghamadmitted in an exclusive in-

Michael Lin, general manager of Buckingham and executive vice chairman of Taiwan 
Compatrion Investment Enterprises Association of Kushan.By STEVE CHUANG

Sticking to environmental protection and safety in R&D is among savvy 
strategies
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terview with CENSthat Taiwanese 
suppliers are losing the shares they 
have commanded to Chinese un-
dersellers in U.S. and Europe mar-
kets as an inexorable trend. 

However, Lin feels that a ray of 
hope still remains for Taiwan’s light-
ing fixture industry in this scenario, 
as long as insiders can take advan-
tage of their competitive edges to 
change the way them compete in 
the global market.

Safety Matters Most
Since Taiwanese manufacturers 

generally possess abundant know-
how and time-tested manufacturing 
technologies, Lin stated that prod-
uct safety can be a core value they 
promise to customers rather than low prices and me-
too functions.

Apparently, the general manager upholds safety of 
a lighting fixture. He said, “When it comes to the use 
of luminaries in homes and other places, I think safety 
matters above all, for unsafe lighting fixtures, typically 
those with incredibly low prices, are prone to breaking 
and exploding, to put users’lives and properties in dan-
ger.”

In this logic, Lin emphasized that to design and 
develop a human-centered lighting product is to en-
sure end-users unquestionable safety, which cannot 
be achieved without profound knowledge, well-honed 
manufacturing skills and safety-consciousness.“In this 
aspect, Taiwanese makers are better than suppliers 
from emerging countries, especially when the formerare 
generallymore than willing to invest in quality to make 
their products truly safe.”

Just for information, Buckingham’s lighting fixtures, 
including downlights, LED spot lights, LED track lights, 
LED downlights, ceiling mounts, outdoor lights, wall 
lamps, ambient lights, pendants, LED light bulbs and 
batten lights, all measure up to international safety 
standards and carry a 50,000-hour warranty. 

Riding on Green Trend
With environmental protection and carbon reduc-

tion increasingly concerns worldwide, Lin suggests 
Taiwanese manufactures try to make their production 
greener, so as to win a better recognition from foreign 
buyers who tend to value a good supplier by its contri-
bution to environmental protection among criteria. 

Taking Buckingham for instance, Lin confirmed 
that despite already a Taiwanese industry-leading 
manufacturer,the company has dedicated itself over 
the past years tocontinuously improving production 
processes to reduce carbon emission, and introducing 
pollution treatment and handling equipment into its fac-
tory located in Kunshan, China, to minimize the impact 
of hazardous waste generated during production on the 
environment. 

With the effort paying off, he went on to say, the 
company was granted a business & product carbon 
footprint certificate as one of the foremost manufactur-
ers in the country four years ago. “We are proud of the 
achievement, which is part of our human-centric busi-
ness philosophy, not to mention our products mostly 
meet RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) re-
quirements,” said Lin. 

In doing so, the supplier has effectively set itself 
apart from its peers, with ever more buyers, espe-
cially those from advanced countries, holding it in 
high esteem. And this, to some extent, explains why 
Buckingham’s booth could be kept busy by a constant 
influx of foreign visitorsduring HKTDC Hong Kong 

LED luminaries take center stage at this year’s HKTDC Hong Kong International 
Lighting Fair Autumn Edition.
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International Lighting Fair Autumn Edition 2016.

By underlining what Buckingham has done to 
achieve green manufacturing,the general manager im-
plied that in business, success is often within reach of 
those capably riding on trends.

Cross-sector Cooperation
From a macro viewpoint, Lin said that growing popu-

larity of LEDs in the global lighting industry has actually 
put pressure on conventional lighting fixture makers, 
particularly those with little knowledge of characteristics 
of such light source, which was first heavily used in the 
electronic devices. 

“The advent of LEDs has subverted the traditional 
business models in the lighting fixture sector, and such 
technologies have also advanced to levels beyond our 
expectations,” Lin commented. So, to stay competitive 
in the transition, in which LEDs are increasingly applied 
as the mainstream light source, the general manager 
advises his Taiwanese peers should focus more on 
cross-sector partnerships with local ICT firms to tap 
synergies.

His advice makes sense, as Taiwan is noted for 
having well-established electronics and ICT industries, 
and such companies generally possess richer know-
how of LED control technologies than local lighting 

makers. With LED technology increasingly matured, an 
interesting observation on the island is that ever more 
ICT insiders venture into LED lighting (a major reason 
conventional lighting fixture makers are distresse-
das Lin mentioned above). For example, Dr.Light is a 
Taiwanese emerging LED luminaries brand established 
by a group of engineers originally employed by Acer, a 
globally known brand of PCs, and made its debut at the 
inaugural Hong Kong International Outdoor and Tech 
Light Expo, held October 26-29 in AsiaWorld-Expo.

Given conventional lighting makers are experienced 
in designing fixtures and ICT firms are versed at LED 
control technology, Lin emphasized that the both sides 
should actively work together, to not just reduce unnec-
essary competition among Taiwanese companies, but 
complement each other’s advantages to better compete 
globally.

In conclusion, Lin holds optimism towards the future 
of Taiwanese lighting fixture makers, as well as the 
prospect of the global lighting market. “With a global 
population continuing to increase, market demand for 
lighting will definitely pick up at a very robust pace in 
the short term,” said the general manager. He added 
that growing application of LEDs and other new tech-
nologies, including wireless control and smart home, 
will also broaden the future of lighting products, to grant 
Taiwanese makers more opportunities.

IP-enabled LED lighting 
fixtures are a rising trend 
in the global  l ight ing 
market.
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RICH DRAGON ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.
Soldering, Desoldering, Soldering Stands, Tips/Heaters, Glue
Guns/Glue Sticks, Heat Guns/Wrist Strap

Our company has a strong professional staff to handle all phases of production from product

design, quality control, and marketing analysis to buyers' problems. With the encouragement and

support of solving our customers, our new line of interior decorative products has achieved very

good success in the market. Soldering and Welding Tool Specialist: * Soldering iron * Heating

Element * Soldering Stand * Glue Gun * Desoldering Pump * Solder Wire, Solder Bar *

Automatic Soldering Machine * Soldering Iron Tip * Soldering Gun * Glue Stick * Sponge

(Imported From France) * Soldering Pot

RICH DRAGON ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
No. 51, Lane 618, Wanda Rd., Taipei City, Taiwan 108
Tel:886-2-2301-1107/8, 2303-1355, 2301-7181
Fax:886-2-2309-7885
E-mail: rich.dragon@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.rd-tools.com.tw

Soldering IronDigital Multimeter

6" Long Nose Pliers S-50C

5" Side Cutter Pliers
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CHIA CHI
THERMOCOUPLE CO.,
Thermocouple, Sheath Coupces, Thermo Well,
Compesating Lead Wire, Resistanle Bulb

Established in 1987, we began by learning about basic
products from RKC, Japan and gradually gained in-depth
understanding of the production of precision products,
including SHEATH, RTD-PT100Î©, and high temperature
thermocouples. With the adoption of precision measuring
and calibration machines from the USA and Japan, we
offer customers with quality thermocouples and
temperature sensors meeting international standards. We
adhere to thoroughness, innovation to always offer the best
products.

CHIA CHI THERMOCOUPLE CO.,
LTD.
1st Fl., No. 10, Lane 313, Chungching N. Rd., Sec. 3,
Tatung Dist., Taipei, Taiwan 103
Tel:886-2-2594-5254
Fax:886-2-2595-7899
E-mail: chiachit@ms75.hinet.net
Website: www.chiachit.com.tw

L-Shaped Surface Temperature Sensor

Explosion-Proof Temperature Sensor

Temperature Sensor
for Refrigerators and

Waterproof Spherical
Temperature Sensor
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HORNG YINN CO., LTD.

DC Motors, AC Motors, RO Water Dispensers, Electric
Bicycles, Electric Motorbikes, Warehouse & Hypermart

Specializing in custom design and production of AC/DC motors, Horng Yinn Co., Ltd. (Sunway

Electric Co., Ltd.) offers a full range of models rated 1W~1,500W, making us an all-round

supplier of geared power-drivers. Shortening lead-time via in-house design, prototyping and

volume production, we also have an AC/DC-motor R&D department equipped with fully

automatic wire-winders, CNC precision machine tools and the latest inspection instruments to

efficiently handle prototyping. We are ISO 9001:2000-certified. Talk to us to see how we can

fully satisfy you with quality and volume. Contact Mr. Su, general manager, for specialized

consultation on how to use, choose motors,small motor,electric generators and power generators,

speed reducers, as well as know-how. Welcome to contact customers if urgent, please call phone

886-926-273488 Mr. Su Or please send E-mail: hymotorsh@yahoo.com.tw Thank you!

HORNG YINN CO., LTD.
460 Tienhsin Rd., Hsinpu Town, Hsinchu County, Taiwan
305
Tel:886-3-589-7846
Fax:886-3-589-7847
E-mail: sunway@sunway-motor.com
Website: www.horngyinn.com

Electric Scooters Equipment

Electric Scooter Equipments

Large Motors Mid-sized Motors
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TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL INC.

Computer Adaptor, Connector,
Mini Gender Changer, D-Sub
Changer, DVI to HDMI Adapters,
USB, IEEE1394 Adaptor, Laser Pen

TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL INC. was established in 1985 as

a manufacturer of quality connectors, computer cables and

components and the newest Consumer Electronic

Products. Though over ten years, we have always been

making every endeavor to keep our products innovative,

versatile and with assurance of best quality. Our technical

and service teams are always ready to be at our customers'

service at all times.

TRUSTY INDUSTRIAL INC.
No. 95, Chengho St., Lu-chou Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan
247

Tel:886-2-2288-3361

Fax:886-2-2282-9350

E-mail: leo@trusty-tec.com.tw

Website: www.trusty-tech.com

D-SUB Standard

D-SUB Standard

D-SUB Standard

D-SUB Standard
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WOET TSERN ELECTRONIC
CO., LTD.
Coils Inductors and Accessories,
Power Supplies, Transformers,
Power Supply for Electronics

Founded in 1983, Woet Tsern Electronic Co., Ltd. has

serviced a wide variety of customers in Computer,

Consumer Electronics and Telecommunications Industries

by providing premium quality products and related

assembly services. Over 1000 enthusiastic and highly

skilled employees contribute their proficiency in

manufacturing, engineering, servicing, selling, and

supporting all Woet Tsern Electronic products. The

company has demonstrated leadership in product design,

manufacturing technology, quality assurance, and

customer service. With more than twenty years of

experience, our commitment to customer satisfaction has

made Woet Tsern Electronic Co., Ltd. the first choice of

many system integrators, OEMs and ODMs.Our mission

is providing our customers superior products with the

latest technology, best quality and the most trustworthy

WOET TSERN ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.
6th Fl., No. 2, Alley 16, Lane 235, Paochiao Rd., Hsintien
Dist. New Taipei City, Taiwan 231

Tel:886-2-2911-0602

Fax:886-2-2915-7948

E-mail: woetsern@ms25.hinet.net

Website: www.woettsern.com

Switching Power Supply

Power Supply

Power Supply

Power Supply
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YEUEN YOUNG ELECTRICAL
CO., LTD.
Electrical Terminals, Wiring
Accessories, Connectors, Terminals
Kits, Crimping Tools, Terminals,
Adapters

Founded in 1968, Yeuen Young Electrical Co., Ltd.

specializes in R&D and manufacturing of high/low-

voltage terminals and wiring harnesses as automotive

electrical parts, household hardware etc., with its own

CALY-branded crimped terminals and brass/copper-tube

terminals, which are sold worldwide. Prioritizing safety,

we use highly electrically-conductive brass & copper

meeting JIS standards to build terminals, which are both

ISO 9001 (IECQ) and UL-certified. We will continue to

do so to pursue higher quality and efficiency, as well as

turning out insulated terminals of all kinds, crimping

tools, strippers, tie guns and cutters. Talk to us about

quality, CALY-branded products that are always reliable

and trustworthy.

YEUEN YOUNG ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
No. 32, Alley 8, Lane 235, Fuyang Rd., Fengyuan Dist.,
Taichung City, Taiwan 420

Tel:886-4-2522-5701

Fax:886-4-2524-7703

E-mail: caly@caly.com

Website: www.caly.com.tw

Non-insulated Ring Terminal

Non-insulated Ring Terminal

Non-insulated Ring Terminal

Non-insulated Ring Terminal
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Electronic
Products and
Communications
Products

YU-SHENG SHEET METAL CO., LTD. 19

COMMONWEALTH INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 20

HON TURING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 21
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YU-SHENG SHEET METAL CO.,
LTD.
Electronic Games, Computer Cases,
Bumpers, Pressed Products, Fitness
Equipment, Food Making
Machines, Coffee Machine

Founded in 1980, we mainly produce metal boxes, panels,

and relevant parts for building–use fire control boxes,

electrical/equipment control boxes, electrical

communication products and cases, banking/broadcasting

systems, food/beverage machines, video games, money

exchangers, sporting goods, and CNC processing

machines. We offer small-amount but diversified product

options. No need for shaping molds, fast delivery, and

reliable quality are our product features. Our integrated

operation includes the R&D, NC laser cutting, NC

automatic pressing, NC broaching, welding, coating, and

assembling. We boast a local content of about 100% for

our parts and processing. Professional manufacture : Sheet

Metal / Metal Cabinet / Metal Panels / Sheet Metal Parts /

Enclosure / Display Cabinet / Control Box / Equipment

Cabinet

YU-SHENG SHEET METAL CO., LTD.
58 Kechi 5th Rd., Tainan, Taiwan 70955

Tel:886-6-384-2699

Fax:886-6-3842678

E-mail: ys.online@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.ys-online.com.tw

*Electronics product & Food machinery

Industrial Components Parts

Electronics product & Food machinery

Electronic games machine
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DC to AC Power Inverter, Battery Charger Series -- Multistage Design, Inverter Built in Charger, DC to DC Converter
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Electrical
Products
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SON DAR ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
DC to AC Pure Sine Wave Power
Inverter, DC to AC Digital Power
Inverter, Solar Power Inverter,
Pure Sine Wave Inverter+Charger

SON DAR is a leading manufacturer of high quality DC

to AC Power Inverter, U.P.S., and Battery Charger over

20 years in Taiwan. (Established in 1992) We keep

researching and developing high quality, efficiency, and

high stably electronic products to meet customers’

requirements. We earn excellent reputation from our

customers. Our R&D team consists of experienced

technologists and engineers engaged in innovating,

refining and developing products and solutions that enable

our customers to better satisfy their clients’ and market’s

needs. Our marketing team can provide you professional

service and consultation to satisfy your requirements. The

characteristic of our production is unique, thin, tiny and

stylish. We have expanded production line from Taiwan

to China on 2005 to meet market demands. Our vision is

to provide high quality products ...

SON DAR ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.
No. 40, Dazhi St., Pingzhen City, Taoyuan 32471, Taiwan

Tel:886-3-459-0707

Fax:886-3-459-2356

E-mail: sondar8@ms57.hinet.net

Website: www.sondar.com.tw

UPS-SUC-2200W-Solar Pure Sine Wave

UPS-SUC-1600W-å¤ªé™½èƒ½ç´”æ£å¼¦æ³¢

UPS-SUC-1200W-Solar Pure Sine Wave

UPS-SUC-800W-Solar Pure Sine Wave
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Computer Parts,
Components,
and Accessories

ELEM TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 25
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Electronic parts processing

ELEM TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

Founded in 1988 in central Taiwan’s Changhua City, Elem is a CNC machining factory handling optical,
healthcare instrument, auto, motorcycle, sniperscope, lens, and microscope parts. Equipped with precision
machining centers, CNC lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, and various testing instruments, we also
process, manufacture, and assemble precision electronic, optical, mechanical, and hardware c ...

Tel:886-4-732-4859, 737-3069
Fax:886-4-737-3611
E-mail: elem.tw@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/elem

OEM ODM for Electronic parts Electronic boxes (OEM) Electronic parts & accessories
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JIH SHENG SPRING CO., LTD.

Springs, Custom Springs, Retaining
Springs & Irregularly-Shaped
Springs, Springs For Molds/Dies,
Household Items

Established in 1997, Jih Sheng Spring Co., Ltd. has over

10 years of experience in making springs for electronics,

electrical machinery, pneumatic/electric tools,

automobiles, precision optical instruments, lighting

products, hydraulic equipment, hardware (including

locks), etc. Backed by advanced technology and

innovative facilities, we now have two factories covering

86,400sq.ft. in total: one each focusing on precision

spring manufacture and stamping hardware on straight-

axle pneumatic presses. Well-equipped factories enable us

to offer versatile processing services and prompt technical

support. Using precision inspection instruments to ensure

top quality, we became ISO 9001:2000 certified in

January 2009.

JIH SHENG SPRING CO., LTD.
No. 117, Fuxing Lane, Homing Village, Hsiushui Township,
Changhua County, Taiwan 504

Tel:886-4-769-6507

Fax:886-4-768-3303, 768-8422

E-mail: n45.n47@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.js-spring.com.tw

Staff

Spring Plant Facilities

Stamped Hardware Factory

Springs For Molds/Dies
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MORETHANALL CO.,
LTD.
Connectors, Board to Board Connectors, Board to
Board, FPC/FFC Cable, Socket, Card Slot, Telecom I/O

More than twenty(20)years experience in connectors
research, design, and manufacturing Two(2) factories are
located at Taipei Taiwan and Shenzhen China Morethanall
manufacture connectors and assemblies to meet custom
made and 5C market trend Applied to Computers,
Comsumer Electronics, Communications, Automobile
Cars And Channel Distributions Selling successfully over
the worldwide and obtain reliable and trusty respondence
from customers

MORETHANALL CO., LTD.
2nd Fl., No.659-5, Zhongzheng Rd., Xinzhuang Dist.,
New Taipei City,Taiwan 24257
Tel:886-2-2908-2428
Fax:886-2-2908-2429
E-mail: mta@morethanall.com
Website: www.morethanall.com

PCB connectors and cable assemblies

USB Type-C Connectors

Mini DIN jacks and
cables

I/O connectors
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Computer
Peripheral
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Side Cutter Pliers

GEORGE WANG
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Established in 1994.GEORGE WANG INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD.Is a professional manufacturer of stainless steel
pliers. We are making a variety of pliers which suitable for making jewelry, handicraft, fishing, bead and small
precision equipment...ect. We have the best experience in this field for years So that we are fully confident to
offer the best product to our customers with low price and fast ...

Tel:886-4-779-4228
Fax:886-4-779-4249
E-mail: george.aska@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.georgewang.com.tw

Hooked Nose Pliers Long Nose Pliers Chain Nose Pliers
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INTELLECT WORKER
MACHINERY CO., LTD.
HYPER TORQUE TESTER, 6-in-1
Torque Tester, Torque & Ratchet
Wrench Tester

HYPER TORQUE TESTER Produced by I.W.M. is a

revolution of Torque Testing Machine. The testing

frequecny can up to 10Hz. A 50000-times lifetime test

takes only 84 min. Automatic Post-aperture System with

Patent and Torque & Compress Simultaneously Sensor

reduces time and errors while you're setting up. I.W.M.

provides two type: 250 N.m for Power Bits and 1000 N.m

for Power Sockets.

INTELLECT WORKER MACHINERY CO.,
LTD.
No.385-4, Xihu Rd., Dali Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 41263

Tel:886-4-2491-1261

Fax:886-4-2496-3570

E-mail: iwm.corp@gmail.com

Website: www.iwmiwm.com

Torque Tester

HYPER TORQUE TESTER

HYPER TORQUE TESTER

Durable Tester
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Laser Distance Meter

PRECASTER
ENTERPRISES CO.,
LTD.
Precaster Enterprises Co., LTD.,is a self-owned family business, founded in 1977 Taiwan. In the early stage,
Precaster started as a surveying solution provider included training, techniques, consulting, sale and
maintenance. After accumulated a huge experience on making Laser Distance Meter over the past decede.
Later on, we officially established our R&D department and our mission is to provide measu ...

Tel:886-4-2262-1000
Fax:886-4-2261-6565
E-mail: contact@precaster.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/precaster

Laser Distance Meter Laser Distance Meter Laser Distance Meter
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User instructions for foldable wire containers

SANE JEN
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd., was founded in 1984. It was specialized in developing and manufacturing folding
wire containers, trolley, folding storage shelves, stacking frames, metal pallet, wire display shelves, wire
decking, wire basket, wire netting… etc. for Logistics, Warehouse Storage and Supermarkets. The products
made of iron wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also available. ...

Tel:886-5-213-4789
Fax:886-5-213-4699
E-mail: sj-storage@umail.hinet.net
Website: www.sj-storage.com.tw

A-3 A-5 A-7
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SUN WHITE INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
Dining Room Furniture, Living
Room Furniture, Bedroom
Furniture, Computer Desk, Book
Shelve's, TV Stands and Stereo

Sun White Industrial was founded in 1990 by a group of

mechanical engineers. And has been famous for design,

quality, product safety, efficiency, innovation production

way and capacity. Specialize in metal, aluminum, wood,

glass and etc. composite material K/D furniture. Product

range: Home office- Desk, Bookcase, Storage cart,

Working station, Height adjustable desk. Accent tables-

Coffee table, End table, Console table, Nesting table.

Entertainment center- TV stand, TV wall mount, Media

tower. Other- Magazine stand, Coat rack, Storage shelf,

etc.. OEM and ODM designs are much welcome. Please

contact: info@sunwhite.com.tw

SUN WHITE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
237 Chung Shan Rd., Hsichou Hsiang, Changhua Hsien,
Taiwan 524

Tel:886-4-889-9855

Fax:886-4-889-9895

E-mail: info@sunwhite.com.tw

Website: www.cens.com/sunwhite

IBEX Series

Console Tables

K/D Computer Table Series

TV Stands and Stereo Racks
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FLEXCONN TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.
Cable Assemblies, Electric Wires and Cables

Flexconn Technology is a leading manufacturer of Flexible Flat Cable (FFC) in Taiwan. FFC can

be used in many kinds of applications, presently TFT LCD monitor/TV/PC, notebook, printer,

scanner, digital camera, DVD-ROM, etc, are mostly applied. Since established in 2002, quality,

reliability and promptly delivery service are our core value. We listen to the customer need and

tailor made to meet our commitment. Flexconn Technology is your trustworthy partner.

FLEXCONN TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
2nd Fl., No. 20, Lane 340, Chungshan Rd., Sec. 2, Chungho Dist., New
Taipei City, Taiwan 235
Tel:886-2-8242-1809
Fax:886-2-8242-1810
E-mail: sales@flexconn.com.tw
Website: www.flexconn.com.tw

Flexible Flat Cable

Flexible Flat Cable

Flexible Flat Cable

Flexible Flat Cable
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